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A central problem in cryptography: A central problem in cryptography: A central problem in cryptography: A central problem in cryptography: 

the key distribution problem. the key distribution problem. the key distribution problem. the key distribution problem. 

Mathematics solution: 
public key cryptography.public key cryptography.public key cryptography.public key cryptography.

Public-key cryptography relies on the 
computational difficulty of certain 
hard mathematical problems
(for example factoring)

Security problems with public key cryptography:

(1)(1)(1)(1) The is no proof The is no proof The is no proof The is no proof that there is no “easy” solution to factoring: somebody 

can come up with new much quicker algorithm!

(2)(2)(2)(2) Quantum computer, if build, can break public key encryption Quantum computer, if build, can break public key encryption Quantum computer, if build, can break public key encryption Quantum computer, if build, can break public key encryption –

fast quantum algorithm is already knows (Shor’s algorithm)



Another solution to the key distribution problem:Another solution to the key distribution problem:Another solution to the key distribution problem:Another solution to the key distribution problem:

Quantum key distribution Quantum key distribution Quantum key distribution Quantum key distribution 

Use quantum communication channelUse quantum communication channelUse quantum communication channelUse quantum communication channel: : : : 

physical system capable delivering quantum systems physical system capable delivering quantum systems physical system capable delivering quantum systems physical system capable delivering quantum systems 

more or less intact from one place to another.more or less intact from one place to another.more or less intact from one place to another.more or less intact from one place to another.

What is this quantum system? What is this quantum system? What is this quantum system? What is this quantum system? Photons!Photons!Photons!Photons!

Why is this secure:Why is this secure:Why is this secure:Why is this secure:

Quantum mechanics: quantum bits cannot be copied or monitored. 

Any attempt to do so will result in altering it that can not be 

corrected. 

How to use photons as qubits? 

Use polarization of photons to encode 0 and 1.



Electromagnetic waves

A "vertically polarized" electromagnetic wave of wavelength λ has its 

electric field vector E (red) oscillating in the vertical direction. The 

magnetic field B (or H) is always at right angles to it (blue), and both are 

perpendicular to the direction of propagation (z).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polarization_(waves)

http://www.nikon.com/about/feelnikon/light/chap04/sec01.htm





http://www.nikon.com/about/feelnikon/light/chap04/sec01.htm

Quantum key distribution
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Quantum key distributionQuantum key distributionQuantum key distributionQuantum key distribution
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OGS, optical ground station; GPS, Global Positioning System; PBS, polarizing beamsplitter; 

BS, beamsplitter; HWP, half-wave plate.
Ursin, R. et al. Nature Phys. 3, 481–486 (2007).

Entanglement-based Quantum Key Distribution set-up 

connecting the two Canary Islands La Palma and Tenerife. The 

optical link is 144 km long. 



Problems with quantum key Problems with quantum key Problems with quantum key Problems with quantum key 

distributiondistributiondistributiondistribution

Qubits can not be copied – we can not 

amplify the signal or retransmit information 

as in the classical case.



If you can not copy – teleport!





Quantum repeater is essentially a small quantum computer!



Quantum internet ?

Quantum repeater is essentially a small quantum computer –

So need to be able to implement small-scale quantum 

computing for quantum communications too!

http://www.idquantique.com/

http://www.magiqtech.com

http://factor-tech.com/


